Background: RNA molecules play many important regulatory, catalytic and structural roles in the cell, and RNA secondary structure prediction with pseudoknots is one the most important problems in biology. An RNA pseudoknot is an element of the RNA secondary structure in which bases of a single-stranded loop pair with complementary bases outside the loop. Modeling these nested structures (pseudoknots) causes numerous computational difficulties and so it has been generally neglected in RNA structure prediction algorithms. Objectives: In this study, we present a new heuristic algorithm for the Prediction of RNA Knotted structures using Tree Adjoining Grammars (named PreRKTAG). Materials and Methods: For a given RNA sequence, PreRKTAG uses a genetic algorithm on tree adjoining grammars to propose a structure with minimum thermodynamic energy. The genetic algorithm employs a subclass of tree adjoining grammars as individuals by which the secondary structure of RNAs are modeled. Upon the tree adjoining grammars, new crossover and mutation operations were designed.The fitness function is defined according to the RNA thermodynamic energy function, which causes the algorithm convergence to be a stable structure. Results: The applicability of our algorithm is demonstrated by comparing its iresults with three well-known RNA secondary structure prediction algorithms that support crossed structures. Conclusions: We performed our comparison on a set of RNA sequences from the RNAseP database, where the outcomes show efficiency and practicality of the proposed algorithm.
Background
RNA is an active component in various cellular processes. They act as carriers of genetic information, catalysts in cellular processes and mediators in determining the expression level of genes. Whereas the folding of RNA or its secondary structure is very important for functionality of RNA, thus it is of great interest to propose computational techniques for predicting RNA secondary structural features. Several algorithms are currently designed for the prediction of RNA secondary structure (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . The most successful approach for RNA structure prediction is comparative sequence analysis in which covering residues are identical to a multiple sequence alignment of different RNAs sequences with similar structures (9, 10) . The accepted secondary structures of most structural and catalytic RNAs were generated by comparative sequence analysis. Comparative methods (7, (11) (12) (13) use a given set of RNA sequences and their corresponding structures to predict a structure for a new RNA sequence. In the comparative methods, the sequences in the given set must be in the same family with the new RNA, structurally or as a nucleotides arrangement. Hence, these methods fail to predict a structure for a single RNA sequence or a small family of RNAs with little sequence diversity. For these cases, prediction of RNA structure based on free energy minimization is the most widely used technique (5, 6, (14) (15) (16) (17) . One of the well-known applied approaches in these methods is the dynamic programming. Zuker introduced the dynamic programming approach for predicting RNA structures (17) . Furthermore, Walter et al. (18) improved the algorithm by using thermodynamics rules and Zuker (8) presented a web-based predictor application. Nevertheless, due to undiscovered biochemical reasons, results of the comparative methods are more similar to RNA natural structure than results of latter methods. However, one of the difficulties on the problem of RNA structure prediction is the existence of a certain type of RNA secondary structures called pseudoknots. This type of structure is composed of both nested and crossed base pairs. Figure 1 represents the structure of Hepatitis Delta Virus (HDV) in two graphical shapes. Rivas and Eddy (6) introduced an approach to predict pseudoknot structures by using a subset of context sensitive grammar. This approach is also considered by Uemura et al. (16) , Lyngsø and Pedersen (3), and Cai et al. (19) . In addition, heuristic approaches were also applied to capture nested structures. Shapiro and Navetta (20) introduced a parallel genetic algorithm to predict nested structures that was one of the famous predictors. Thereafter van Batenburg et al. (1) demonstrated that GA is a promising method in RNA structure prediction. Batenburg's GA method is part of Structure Analysis of RNA (STAR) package. Ren et al. (21) presented a heuristic algorithm called Hotknots for prediction of RNA structure including pseudoknots. They have improved the quality of the former prediction algorithms has become and their algorithm often performs better than the genetic algorithm from the STAR package and PKnotsRG-mfe algorithm by Reeder and Giegerich (15) . Uemura et al. (16) , Akutsu (14) , and Kato et al. (22) demonstrated, Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAG) are suitable data structure for a capturing an RNA secondary structure. A TAG is a kind of formal rewriting system to generate a set of trees associated to strings (23) . More specially, the structured information of the derived tree in TAGs is of great significance in both syntactical and semantical concepts. Uemura et al. (16) and Kato et al. (22) illustrated wide ranges of crossed structures which could be captured by a subclass of TAG, called Extended Simple Linear Tree Adjoining Grammars (ESL-TAG), where their corresponding parsing algorithm uses O(n 5 ) time and O(n 3 ) space. There may be numerous adjunct trees in the grammar which represent secondary structures of an RNA. This means that for an RNA sequence, many structures might be possibly found. Thus, the problem is like as a search problem for an optimal structure with respect to thermodynamics energy parameters.
Objectives
In this manuscript, we present a new genetic algorithm, PreRkTAG, to predict RNA secondary structures including pseudoknots that is developed based on a sub-class of the adjoining grammars. PreRkTAG uses a practical data structure for capturing RNA crossed structures. Our designed genetic algorithm can search a broad area of feasible solutions of the given RNA structure. This genetic algorithm is composed of two evolutionary functions which allow free pairing of nucleotides in structures. This increases the probability of discovering new structures that cannot be represented by the regular ESL-TAG. This ability yields to more coverage area of the feasible solutions rather than ESL-TAG covers. On the other hand, a common problem of heuristic algorithms
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is converging to local minimums, which is highly possible especially with a wide range of feasible solutions. In PreRkTAG we attempt to tackle this problem by using novel evolutionary functions. The evaluation of PreRk-TAG against celebrated energy-based prediction algorithms, namely, the STAR, Hotknots, and Pknots, shows high sensitivity and high specificity of PreRkTAG in the most cases. The evaluation was performed on 24 RNA sequences chosen from the RNAseP database. Our algorithm correctly identifies more than 80% of base pairs.
Materials and Methods
The employed data structure for capturing RNA crossed structures was introduced in preceding research (14) and in order to synchronize the notifications the first part of this section is focused on ESL-TAG. Consequently, the details of PreRkTAG algorithm are described including the employed inner functions.
RNA Secondary Structure Modeling
Generally, an ESL-TAG is a 5-tuple grammar G = (N, T, S, I, A) where N and T are finite sets of non-terminal and terminal symbols, respectively. S is the start symbol and I is finite set of initial trees (center trees). Finally, the finite set A is a set of adjunct trees (auxiliary trees). The members of the set N are divided into two subsets; Active and Inactive. During transition process of the grammar G, the active nodes can be replaced by a member of the set A, where inactive nodes do not. Based on the division, when a tree does not have any active node, it would be a matured tree. By adjoining two trees, s and t, a tree t' would be obtained, and t →s t' represents the adjuncted transition. The transitive closure of → is →* and a tree t' is derived from t, where t →* t' for some t ϵ (A ᴜ I). A set of trees of an ESL-TAG G is defined as T (G) = {t | s →*t, s ϵ I where t is matured tree}. For modeling the secondary structure of an RNA with pseudoknot, the tree adjoining grammar G = (N, T, S, I, A) is defined as follows. The set N is a finite set of non-terminals {X, Y, Z}, where active nonterminals are marked with asterisk {X*, Y*, Z*}. The set T is finite set of terminals {a, u, c, g} as abbreviation of nucleotide acids. Moreover, S is a start symbol and the set of initial trees I is composed of just one tree as depicted in Figure 2 (this tree is tree of type 1 and denoted by center tree). The last parameter A, is a finite set of adjunct trees, such as given in Figure 2 . This set is composed of four types. As depicted in the Figure 2 , type 2 and type 3 represent base pairs. Moreover via preorder traversal of trees of these types, the type 2 represents crossed base pairs denoted by T2u and T2d, and the type 3 represents nested base pairs denoted by T3L and T3R. In addition, type 4 is introduced to generate a single base without any pairing. Trees of type 5 are used to combine substructures by using trees of type T5Ld and T5Rd, and inserting a tree into the current one by using trees of type T5Lu and T5Ru. As mentioned, the key idea of this modeling is from Uemura et al. (16) . Figure 3 depicts the process of constructing the crossed base pairs "agacuu" which is not generated by any context free grammar. Uemura et al. (16) described a computational obstacle of ESL-TAG trees via an example that is shown in Figure 4 . In this example, it is shown that two dissimilar sequences can be captured by one ESL-TAG structure. 
Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is kind of Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) which via broad wide searching inside of probable solution space, analyzes a population of solutions instead of a single candidate. Goldberg (24) proved the GA convergence theory. Thereafter applicability of
Prediction of RNA Knotted Structures the solutions is a critical step in designing the evolutionary functions. Novel evolutionary functions are designed according to tree adjoining grammars and equip the PreRkTAG algorithm towards global convergence. In advance to illustrating the evolutionary functions, a short description of feasible population and data structure is presented as follows.
a) An RNA sequence and its secondary structures. b) ESL-TAG representation of RNA structure given in (a). c) Another sequence with the same ESL-TAG representation (16) 
Generating Population
Population of a GA is a set of feasible solutions and a solution is feasible if the length of its corresponding structure is the same as the length of the given sequence. Individuals of the population in PreRkTAG are generated The principle of GA is competition of the solutions where a scoring function (fitness function) measures their optimality. GA methodology is composed of two evolutionary processes; the first one is applied on to a solution and by randomly modifying the solution's properties creates a new solution (Mutation). Another one works on two different randomly selected solutions and generates two new solutions by combining predetermined features of the randomly selected solutions (Crossover). These two evolutionary functions are applied during the progress of the algorithm, where both these functions are derived from biological concepts (24) . In this optimization method, the evolutionary functions are supposed to inhibit solutions to converge to local minimums. Therefore, designing efficient and practical algorithms for these functions play significant role as they converge to desirable results. Since these functions apply on the domain of feasible solutions, consideration of the data structure which represents 
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randomly by using ESL-TAG. As described in the previous section, an ESA-TAG starts with an initial state and could be extended easily to cover as many nodes as required. Hence, using ESL-TAG we are able to generate a tree with any given numbers of residues. To construct each element of population, we randomly select a transitive closure operator and apply it on initial trees. In this way a matured tree can be constructed in length of a given RNA sequence. Hence, a tree shows a probable structure for RNA sequences with the same length. Generating the population only depends on the length of the given RNA sequence and the rest of the algorithm adjusts these structures to nucleotide arrangement of the given RNA sequence. It is noted that outcome of the algorithm is an optimal structure for the given RNA sequence, which is a feasible structure for all RNA sequences with the same length but is not the optimal structure for them. Generating the population in this way leads to a wide range of feasible solutions where the fitness function will narrow them down to the optimal solution of the given RNA sequence. Figure 5 shows an example of a constructed structure for a sequence of length 5. 
Evolutionary Functions
We present a detailed description of the evolutionary functions. These functions perform blindly in terms of considering the context of the given RNA. The mutation function takes a structure from the population and based on its length calculates the number of terminal nodes that might be mutated. Subsequently the mutated terminal nodes are selected by uniform distribution. Terminal nodes inside of adjunct trees have three different types, thus this function acts in three different ways. These treatments are discussed as follows: 1) If the selected node is a single node, then the mutation function selects another single node uniformly at random and pairs them up. The novel structure has a new pair which its ESL-TAG transitive closure is unknown. Hence, the new structure must be parsed by ESL-TAG parser to obtain the corresponding transitive closure. 2) If the selected node is a member of nested pair, then the tree reconstruction is not needed and just their adjunct tree is replaced with two adjunct trees with single terminals.
3) If the selected node is a member of crossed pair, then breaking up this pair is equal to replacing the corresponding adjunct tree by two adjunct trees; each of them has a terminal node in opposite side of the tree. Algorithm 1 shows the mutation function. This algorithm includes two sub-functions; the "Random (L)" returns a random value L' (0 < L' < L), and the "Length (tree)" returns the number of terminal nodes of the given tree. In addition, as illustrated (Algorithm 1), in some cases new obtained structures must be parsed again to reconstruct the ESL-TAG tree, so in this algorithm the "Reconstruct" function is employed to find ESL-TAG tree of new structures. The next evolutionary function is Crossover that crosses two selected solutions and merges complimentary parts. The crossover function selects two solutions via normal distribution from the population. Thereafter this function extracts two sub-trees with the same length (number of terminal nodes) and random starting points from each of the selected trees and the crossover function swaps the sub-trees. Removing a subtree from a tree might come with breaking pairs whenever a pair contains a node inside and another node outside of the sub-tree (this pair is called an exteriorly pair). These nodes will remain single when the swapping process is done. Constructing the trees blindly, with respect to context of the given RNA sequence, makes the crossover function much easier and helps to avoid local minimums. The crossover algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2. Two introduced inner functions in the Mutation function (Algorithm 1) are used in this algorithm as well. In addition, two other functions are applied; "Move Down (node, length)" is a function for traversing the given tree from its node to attain length number of terminal nodes, and "Swap (Sub Tree0, Sub Tree1)" is a function for swapping sub-trees which results in two new trees. Figure 6 demonstrates a sample of the crossover process.
Fitness Function
To measure the optimality of a predicted RNA structure, as it has been recently proposed by most methods, thermodynamics rules (17, 18, 25) are applied as the fitness function. In this case, the fitness function estimates the discrepancy of simulated structures by measuring energy of structures, where better structure has lower energy. Upon thermodynamics rules, constructing a base pair needs a specific amount of energy, where in some cases the base pair releases energy (negative value) and in other cases it gains energy (positive energy). In the thermodynamics rules, many parameters effect on the amount of energy and in a simplified model, this amount depends on nucleotide acids that compose a pair and also their neighbor base pairs. This function includes six inner functions; "Random (L)" returns a random value L' (0 < L' < L), the "Length (Sequence)" function that counts the number of terminal nodes of Sequence, "PopulationGeneration (Pop, Number, S)" that generates Number trees of length of S using ESL-TAG, "GetRand ()" that returns a random value between [0:1], our fitness function which is called "ComputScore (Pop)" function by using thermodynamic roles computes the Pop's members energy value, and finally the "RouletteWheel (N, P i , P j )" via the roulette wheel method copies ((N*PopulationNumber) / 100) members of P i into P j . makes two consecutive pairs, and the energy of corresponding structure will be reduced by -0.9. One example of assigning energy to two consecutive pairs is borrowed from (5) that is shown in Table 1 . In this table, every row and every column shows a pair and the entry (i, j) shows amount of energy of appearing j'th pair after i'th pair. Since these are thermodynamics energies and also were assessed experimentally, there is no need to have a symmetric table. We also used the same energy values in our fitness function. For a given sequence S, with no base pair, the energy value is equal to zero. Assume e (i, j) denotes the energy value of base pair between i th and j th nucleotides, thus ∑ i,jϵS e(i,j) shows the energy value of sequence S. The energy of RNA sequences obtained by the thermodynamic rules implies that number of single bases (without pair), coaxial, and stacked base pairs have impressive effects on the energy value of the corresponding sequence (17, 18) . Our fitness function uses the current version of Turner group thermodynamic rules (5).
Within the ith iteration of the genetic algorithm, ten percent of highest score of the current population (that is called P i ) are directly copied into the next population (P i+1 ). Then remaining 90 percent of P i+1 are produced by applying the roulette wheel method on the union of P i and evaluated individuals (Emembers) of P i . The evaluated individuals (Emembers) are new members generated by performing the evolution functions on the members of P i . 
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Results
To assess our algorithm its accuracy has been evaluated and compared with three common thermodynamic based algorithms: Hotknot (21), Pknots (9), and the STAR (1) . To compare PreRkTAG with these algorithms, we measured the accuracy of these algorithms on a set of RNAs from the RNAseP data base. Since genetic algorithms have random behavior, every execution of our algorithm on a given sequence may result in different structure. Hence, the PreRkTAG algorithm was applied three times on every sequence and the best structure of each run was stored. Then one of these three with the minimum energy was reported as the predicted structure. Because of the proposed evolution algorithms, in many cases, the mean of the three energy values were close to the picked minimum energy. The RNAseP data base includes natural structures of this set, therefore in this study the accuracy is measured by considering two different parameters; sensitivity and specificity of folded sequences. Sensitivity is defined by the number of base pairs that are predicted correctly per number of base pairs in natural structure. The specificity is equal to the number of true predicted base pairs per number of predicted base pairs. Predictors were employed on 24 sequences from RNAseP data base, which are tabulated in Table 2 . The comparison of sensitivity between our algorithm and the other algorithms are given in Table 3 . Also Table 4 depicts results of comparing specificity of these algorithms. Unfortunately because of the length of the test sequences, which are fairly long, the Pknots algorithm could not obtain results within a reasonable timeframe on our hardware. Therefore, in Table 3 and Table 4 the Pknots results are not shown. We also provide running time complexity of the examined algorithms in the Table 5 . As mentioned, for every RNA sequence, the PreRkTAG has been applied three times and we indicated outcome of the one with minimum energy. For calculating the running time of the algorithm, we followed the same idea and considered the running time of the one with minimum energy. It is well known that choosing suitable parameter values for genetic algorithms is very difficult (24) . There is an inverse relationship between the number of generations and the size of population, so that large population size converges fast and requires the consideration of a few number of generations. On the other hand, large population size requires more evaluations per generation so as to avoid the decline of the rate of convergence. Generally, the optimal size of population depends on the domain complexity of the feasible solutions. In addition, the probabilities of performing evolutionary functions play a critical role to avoid trapping in local minimums. Small values for the crossover and mutation rates yield to copying most of the individuals to the next population directly which is beneficial in terms of decreasing the running time complexity as it is unnecessary to compute fitness values for most of the individuals. However, the small rates may cause to converge to local minimums. Considering the behavior of genetic algorithms according to these rates shows that high probabilities for performing the mutation function allow for a greater diversity of solutions at very little expense. However, these high probabilities change the concept of genetic algorithms and convert them into random search procedures. The probability of performing the crossover function also has its own difficulties. The high value of the crossover rate helps the evolution progress and causes to it to jump out of local minimums while increasing the chance of converging to the global minimum. On the other hand, it increases the running time complexity dramatically. A theoretical investigation of the optimal size of population, crossover and mutation rates has been carried out by Goldberge (24) determined the best value for "population size" as a function of length of RNA sequences. In addition, we found that the best "mutation rate" is 0.2 and "crossover rate" is 0.8.
Discussion
In this manuscript, we proposed a new genetic algorithm for RNA secondary structure prediction based on a subclass of Tree Adjoining Grammars. This algorithm gives accurate results in a reasonable amount of time and has specificity and sensitivity comparable with existing tools such as Hotknot, Pknots, and the STAR algorithms. Because of the capability of regular ESL-TAG to cover a large class of RNAs' knotted structures, the time complexity of the parsing algorithm damages its integrity, where in our study, we modified implementation of the parsing algorithm to reduce running complexity. Since using thermodynamics rules has been demonstrated as the most successful approach for prediction of single RNA sequence, we used these rules in fitness function. We designed novel ideas for the evolutionary functions which yielded to accurate predictions close to the natural structure. The eligibility of tree adjoining grammar for capturing RNAs with knotted structure and also its efficient data structure led us to employ this representation of RNA in the genetic algorithm. It is strongly believed this data structure could be improved and extended toward covering bigger class of knotted structures and a heuristic algorithm like genetic algorithm can use it to predict complicated knotted structures. The algorithm, PreRkTAG, was implemented and tested on a set of 24 different RNA sequences and compared with three wellknown algorithms.
The results of the algorithm show that sensitivity of seventeen out of twenty-four samples and specificity of eighteen out of the twenty-four samples are higher than three well-known algorithms. These results show the practicality of the algorithm. This algorithm handles certain class of pseudoknots captured by ESL-TAG and in future work, we intend to extend the algorithm for larger class of pseudoknots. 
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